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Rate equations from the Keldysh formalism applied to the phonon peak
in resonant-tunneling diodes
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Starting from the Keldysh formalism, general analytical expressions are derived for the current and
the occupation of the well in the presence of inelastic scattering, both at the main peak and at the pho-
non peak. These expressions are then evaluated from a continuous coordinate representation of a
double-barrier potential profile and also from a tight-binding model of a weakly coupled central site.
The resulting expressions are similar, and the analytical expressions derived from the continuous coordi-
nate representation compare well with the results obtained from numerical simulations. The analytical
expressions and the numerical results show that unlike the main peak, the phonon peak is normally in-

dependent of the collector transmissivity. But with very opaque collector barriers, the resonant level fills

up and the current decreases because the inelastic scattering is suppressed by the exclusion principle.
An alternative but equivalent point of view is that the effective coupling I E between the incident energy
in the emitter and the resonant energy in the well is g'I E where g' is the effective phonon coupling con-
stant and I E is A times the tunneling rate through the emitter barrier. The total low-temperature inelas-
tic current at the phonon-peak bias is (2e/A')I zI &/(I E+I c). Since g' & 1, the effective coupling I E
determines the current until I ~ is reduced to —I E. The "backAow" correction to the current due to ab-
sorption of phonons is derived, interpreted, and limiting cases discussed. The approach described here
could be applied to other problems involving resonant tunneling in the presence of inelastic scattering.

I. INTRODUCTION

The effect of inelastic scattering on resonant tunneling
is a question of great interest from both basic and applied
points of view. ' A very clear manifestation of this effect is
the appearance of a phonon peak in the valley
current of resonant-tunneling diodes when the resonant
level E„ is one phonon energy %coo below the energy of the
incoming electrons from the emitter [Fig. 1(a)]. It is well
known that the magnitude of the main peak is propor-
tional to Tz Tc I( TF + T& ), where Tz

~ z~ is the transmis-
sion probability of the emitter (collector) barrier. The
phonon peak on the other hand can be nearly indepen-
dent of Tz over a range of values. In this paper, we
present a simple analytical model that explains this be-
havior. The model is based on the Keldysh formalism
and is in good agreement with detailed numerical simula-
tions. The model is quite general and should prove useful
in other problems involving quantum transport in the
presence of inelastic scattering.

The fact that the o8'-resonant current at the phonon
peak is independent of the collector transmission proba-
bility may seem counterintuitive since one expects the
current to decrease as the collector barrier is made thick-
er. Suppose we gradually reduce the transmissivity of the
collector so that Tz becomes smaller while Tz remains
unchanged. The main peak is reduced, but the phonon
peak is not reduced; under reverse bias, however, both
peaks are reduced since the roles of emitter and collector
are interchanged. This is evident from our detailed nu-
merical calculations based on the Keldysh formalism
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FIG. 1. The asymmetric resonant tunneling diode. T =4.2
K; m*=0.067mo, where mo is the free-electron mass. The
cross-sectional area is {2 nm) . {a) Potential profile used in nu-
merical calculations. The conduction-band discontinuity of the
emitter barrier is 220 meV. A series of seven devices was stud-
ied with collector barrier conduction-band discontinuities of
220, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, and 1000 meV. {b) I-Vcharacteris-
tics for three of these devices having collector barrier heights of
220, 300, and 500 meV.
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[Fig. 1(b)]. Thus, phonon peaks should be more easily
observed if an asymmetric structure is biased such that
the collector (rather than the emitter) is weakly transmit-
ting. This is in agreement with experimental evi-
dence.

However, this does not mean that we can make the col-
lector transmissivity arbitrarily small and still have a
phonon-peak current. That is clearly impossible since the
current ultimately has to Aow out through the collector.
When the collector transmissivity gets very small, the res-
onant level fills up. This reduces the scattering rate for
electrons coming in from the emitter since there are
fewer empty states into which the electrons can scatter.
Consequently the inelastic current is reduced.

An alternative and equivalent point of view is that the
effective coupling TE between the emitter and the reso-
nance is given by g'TE, where g' is the effective phonon
coupling constant. For g' «1, the current is determined
by TE alone, unless the collector barrier is made large
enough so that Tc is reduced to TF. This is also the
point at which the resonance begins to fill.

Experimental observations of the phonon peak occur at
low temperatures so that "backflow" due to absorption of
phonons by electrons at the resonant energy is negligible.
Under such conditions, calculation of the current reduces
to a calculation of the scattering rate of electrons injected
from the emitter into the well. ' ' At higher temper-
atures, when absorption cannot be ignored, a "backflow"
term appears in the current expression.

The purpose of this paper is threefold. First, we
present and evaluate a simple analytical model, derived
rigorously from the Keldysh formalism, whose range of
applicability is broader than the specific problem of the
phonon peak considered here. Second, the previous dis-
cussion concerning the effect of barrier asymmetry on the

I

phonon peak is put on a firm quantitative footing. Final-
ly, the "backflow" term for the current is derived and in-
terpreted, and limiting cases are discussed.

II. MODEL

The microscopic model, described in detail in Refs. 24
and 25, is repeated here for convenience. The electrons
are described by a single-particle Hamiltonian,

Ho= (p —e A) + V(r)
1

2m*
(2.1)

[V(r) includes the electrostatic potential and
conduction-band discontinuities], and interact with a
phonon bath maintained in thermodynamic equilibrium,

Hii = g fico„(a ta + —,
' ),

q

through the electron-phonon interaction

(2.2)

(2.3)H'= —Uge'q'(a e +a e ),
q

where aq is the phonon operator, U is a fixed strength, V
is the volume, and %coo=36 meV is the optical-phonon
energy. The interaction is local in space. This model is
similar to that used by Anda and Flores, ' where it is
written in tight-binding notation, and Wingreen, Jacob-
sen, and Wilkins. ' The choice of the strength U and
the relation between U and the dimensionless coupling
constant g is described in Appendix C.

The electron-phonon interaction is treated in the self-
consistent first Born approximation. Within this approxi-
mation, the self-energies are local. The resulting electron
(hole) outscattering rates, 1/r„i~~ are given by the expres-
sions

U [N~(ficoo)No(E+ficoo)[1 f (E+ficoo)]—+[Ns(A'coo)+1]NO(E —ficoo)[1 f(E —A'coo)]—],r„(E) A'
(2.4a)

1

r (E)
U ( N~(ficoo)NO(E ficoo)f (E ficoo—)+—[N~ (fic)o+o1]NO(E + iiicoo)f (E +A'coo)], (2.4b)

1

r„(E)
and

1

rp(E)

U2NO(E fico())[1 f (E ——ficoo)]—
U No(E+ficoo)f (E+ficoo) .

(2.5a)

(2.5b)

The total scattering rate 1/~& is given by

I /r~(E) = I /r„(E)+ 1/rp(E) . (2.6)

In (2.4) —(2.6), the position coordinate has been
suppressed for clarity. The scattering rates are re-

where Nii(A'coo) is the Bose-Einstein factor, No is the local
density of states, and U is a constant describing the
strength of the phonon coupling. At low temperatures
(assuming iiicoo)) ks T), (2.4a) and (2.4b) become

lated to the self-energies in the Keldysh notation
by X (z,z';E) =ifi/r (z;E)o(z —z'), X (z,z';E)

i fi/r„(z;E)6(z ——z'), and ImX (z, z', E)= fi/—
2&&(z;E)5(z —z').

For simplicity, we have considered a strictly one-
dimensional picture as in Refs. 10, 11, 14, 16, and 17. In
real three-dimensional structures, phonons provide cou-
pling between electron states with different transverse en-
ergies. We believe that the main effect of this transverse
momentum transfer is to broaden the phonon peak
feature in the I-V characteristic. This can be understood
as follows. In a one-dimensional treatment, the scatter-
ing rate 1/7 (p) is enhanced only if the resonant energy
E„ is exactly one phonon energy below the incident ener-

gy E (E =E„+f)i.cooBut in a three-dimensional treat-
ment, at low temperature, the scattering rate for an elec-
tron incident with energy E (and zero transverse energy)
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is given by [cf. Eq. (2.5a)]

f 2 2

q o ~o
q

A qX 1 f E——fico

02-
m�**

(2.7)

III. FORMALISM

The formalism is described in detail in Refs. 24 and 25.
Here we will merely state the results. Using the self-
consistent Born approximation for the local phonon mod-
el, the Keldysh equations can be written as

I (z; E)=—f dz'T (z,z';E) [f(z;E) f'(z';E) ] . —(3.1)

where U is the coupling strength for phonons with
transverse momentum Aq. The scattering rate is thus
enhanced over a range of energies:

fi QE„+Amo & E & E„+%coo+
2m

(where Q is the maximum value of the phonon wave vec-
tor such that U is negligible for q )Q), instead of at a
single energy E =E, +%coo. This leads to a broadening of
the phonon peak. Indeed, if U were independent of q, Q
would be effectively infinite and the phonon peak would
transform into a phonon step. Calculations by Turley
and Teitsworth ' show that the dominant scattering for
narrow wells is due to the inner symmetric interface pho-
non mode whose coupling U does decrease with increas-
ing q, but only as q

'~ . ' Consequently, the phonon
peak in real three-dimensional structures will be broader
than the one-dimensional results presented in this paper.
This is in agreement with the experiment.

J(z;E)=
—eA

(V —V )G '(z, z', E)
4am

2

A(z)n (z;E) .

Z =Z'

The present formulation incorporates the external
current into the same equation as that used to calculate
the occupation factor f (z;E). This has two advantages.
First, it clearly shows that current is conserved even in
arbitrary multiterminal geometries because of the "sum
rule" obeyed by the kernel.

hNO(z;E)
dz'T(z, z'E) = fdz'T(z', z; E)=

r~(z; E)

Using (3.5), we obtain, from (3.1),

(3.5)

fdz fdE I(z;E)= f dz fdE
eNO(z; E)
r~ (z;E)

function and p; is the electrochemical potential at con-
tact "i ".Once f and f ' are known everywhere, Eq. (3.1)
can be used to calculate I(z;E) inside the contacts; in-
tegrating I(z;E) over contact "i" yields the terminal
current I, .

Before proceeding, a few comments will be made con-
cerning Eq. (3.1). Equation (3.1) is derived rigorously
from the Keldysh formalism. For points lying within the
device [I(z;E)=0], it follows directly from the integral
equation G =G X G . For points lying in the con-
tacts (which are large reservoirs in local equilibrium in
zero magnetic field), I(z;E)&0 and Eq. (3.1) allow us to
calculate the external current as described above. We
have shown both analytically and numerically that this is
equivalent to a direct evaluation of the current from the
relation

We write all of our expressions for the current and the
electron density for a single spin channel; a sum over
spins is implied. The occupation factor f (z;E) and the
scattering factor f '(z'; E) in (3.1) are defined as follows:

f d fdE en(z;E)
r„(z;E)

ep (z;E)
~ (z;E)

(3.6)

f (z;E)—= n (z;E)/No(z; E),
1/7 (z', E)f '(z';E):—

(3.2)

(3.3)

where n is the electron density per unit energy,
n(z;E)= iG (z, z;E)—/2n. , and No is the local density
of states which is related to the spectral function
A, NO(z;E)= 3 (z,z;E)/2~= —ImG (z,z;E)/~. G~ is
obtained from the equation (in matrix notation)
(E Ho —X )G =1. The k—ernel T(z,z';E) is calculated
from the relation

r 'I G'(z, z', E)I'
w~(z; E)w~(z', E)

(3.4)

Note that I(z;E) in (3.1) is the external current which
is nonzero only inside the contacts. Equation (3.1) is first
solved for f (z;E) and f'(z;E) inside the device subject
to the boundary condition: f (z;E)=f '(z; E)=fo(E —p, ) if z E contact "i," where fo is the Fermi

The integrand represents V J(z;E) and as such disap-
pears on integrating over E [this can be shown explicitly
by substituting the expressions for r and r„(Ref. 28)].
Thus the sum of all the terminal currents is assured to be
zero. Second, it expresses the Keldysh equations in a
form analogous to those obtained from a Laudauer-
Biittiker formalism. ' If we simply extend a mul-
tiprobe Biittiker formula ' to a continuous distribution of
probes, we obtain

I(z;E)= —f dz'T(z, z', E)[f(z;E) f (z', E)], —(3.7)

which is similar to Eq. (3.1). The only difference is that
the f'(z', E) in Eq. (3.1) has been replaced by f (z', E) in
(3.7). The relation between f' and f can be expressed in
the form (suppressing the arguments z, E for simplicity)

No «p Inscattering rate
n /r& Outscattering rate
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If the outscattering and inscattering are balanced in each
energy channel, then f'=f and Eq. (3.1) reduces to (3.7).
But inelastic processes can cause "vertical How" from one
energy to another so that, in general, f'Wf within the
device.

Alternatively, the effect of inelastic processes on the
current equation can be seen by writing Eq. (3.1) as (3.7),
plus a correction factor due to "vertical How. " This form
of Eq. (3.1) is

I(z;E)=—f dz'T(z, z', E)[f(z;E) f (z—', E)]

r~(z', E)—fdz'T(z, z',E), V J(z';E) .
0 z

(3.8)

The correction term is clearly zero if current is conserved
at each energy. This form for the current with the inelas-
tic term explicitly displayed is similar to that of Eq. (5) of
Hershfield, Davies, and Wilkins.

IE
h

TEC(fE fC)+ +T (fE fc)
TE, w c, w

and

main peak (4.4)

f TE, wfE+ Tc, wfc
TE w + Tc

main peak . (4.5)

The coherent component of the current is given by the
first term in (4.4) and the sequential component of the
current is given by the second term. Note that the
sequential component depends on Tc w.

In contrast, at the phonon peak E, =E, +%coo and, in
the low-temperature limit, it is apparent from Eqs. (2.5)
that, fw(E, )=0, since I/r (E, )=0, while fw(E, )=1,
since I/~„(E„)=0. For low temperature and high bias,
fc —-0 and fE - 1. Hence, from (4.2),

IV. ANALYSIS
e

IE(E, ) =—[ TE c+TE w] phonon peak . (4.6)

The numerical results discussed in this paper are ob-
tained from a direct solution of Eq. (3.1). To obtain sim-
ple analytical expressions (for the terminal current and
the occupation of the resonant level) we consider a model
structure [Fig. 1(a)] consisting of three regions: the emit-
ter contact E, the collector contact C, and the well 8'
where, in each region, the occupation factor f is assumed
to be independent of position. Transmission coefficients
between the regions are defined by integrating T(z, z', E)
over the regions. For example,

T„=f dz f dz'T(z, z', E) .
zEE z'EC

(4.1)

Since we are not considering magnetic fields, the
transmission coefficients are symmetric.

With the above definitions, the current per unit energy
in the emitter contact is obtained from (3.1):

e
IE i [TE,c(fE fc )+ TE, w(fE fw)] (4.2)

TE, wfE+ Tc, wfc+ Tw, wf w

TE, w+Tc, w+ Tw, w
(4.3)

In the well, I(z;E) is zero and (3.1) gives a general ex-
pression for the occupation of the well.

Also, noting that TE w(E„)=0, from (4.3) we obtain

fw(E, )= ' +1
Tw, w

phonon peak . (4.7)

The coherent component of the current is given by the
first term in (4.6) and the current in the inelastic channel
is given by the second term. Note that this inelastic com-
ponent is independent of Tc w, unlike the sequential
component in (4.4).

To obtain useful analytical expressions for IE and fw,
we must evaluate the transmission coefficients. We have
done so in two ways (the appendixes contain details of the
derivations). In the first, we calculate the Green func-
tions in (3.4) working in the continuous (coordinate) rep-
resentation for a structure similar to that of Fig. 1, except
that the potential drop is approximated as steplike occur-
ring at the two barriers. In the second, we use a one-
dimensional tight-binding model with the central site
weakly coupled to the emitter (collector) lead. This mod-
el is similar to the one investigated by Hershfield, Davies,
and Wilkins with the Hubbard U repulsion replaced by
the electron-phonon interaction. For both methods, we
assume that the scattering times T (p) and ~& are indepen-
dent of position within any one region.

From the calculation in the continuous coordinate rep-
resentation, we find

Note that all the quantities appearing in Eqs. (4.2) and
(4.3) are functions of energy, E. In particular, we are in-
terested in two values of energy, the energy E; of the in-
cident electrons and the energy E„ofthe resonant level.

As discussed earlier, the main peak and the phonon
peak behave very differently as the collector transmissivi-
ty is reduced. This difference arises because the function
f'(z;E) is very different in the two cases. At the bias
corresponding to the main peak E, =E„, and there is
effectively only one energy channel; under these condi-
tions, f '=f as discussed earlier. For this case, Eqs. (4.2)
and (4.3) yield

I EI c
TE c

I ER/~~
EW I EW

Also, from the sum rule [Eq. (3.5)],

TE, w + Tc, w + Tw, w

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)
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where I = I c+ I E+A'/r&, and I/r& is the scattering rate
in the well. The emit ter (collector) tunneling rate
I E(c]/A is related to the transmission probability TE(c~
of the emitter (collector) barrier by the relation
I E(c~ =Av TE(c~, where v= v /2d is the attempt frequency
in the well (U is the velocity and d is the well width). The
spectral function in the well, A (E), defined byj „dz A (z,z;E), is

A (E)= r
[4(A'v) sin (6/2)+ —,'I ]

(4.12)

where 0 is the round-trip phase shift in the well;
8=2kd +pE+(tc, where QE(c) is the phase of the
reflection amplitude of the emitter (collector) barrier.
The factors FE ~ and Fc z depend on the propagation
and reAection phase shifts. They are of order one and
will be neglected in the following discussion. In this case
our equations (4.2) and (4.3) can be cast in a form similar
to that found by Hershfield, Davies, and Wilkins.

The tight-binding calculation yields the same result as
Eqs. (4.8)—(4.11) (without the factors I'E(c) w), except
that the spectral function has the form

A (E)= I
[(E—E )'+ 'r'] (4.13)

Close to resonance, 4(Av) sin (9/2)=(E E„), so tha—t
the two expressions are equivalent, but for the off-
resonant current, using Eq. (4.12) for A gives much better
quantitative agreement with the numerical results.

A. Main peak

With the above results for the transmission coefficients,
Eq. (4.4) for the current per unit energy at the main peak
becomes

rErC
IE(E )

1 +r ~ (fE fc)
E C

(4.14)

Integrating over energy, assuming I E(c) and fE(c) are
slowly varying compared to 3, results in the usual ex-
pression for the current at the main peak:

current and the occupation of the resonance, and analyze
the effect of the collector barrier asymmetry.

1. "Backflow"

(4.17)

The first term in the brackets is the coherent current and
the second term is the inelastic current. Consider the in-
elastic current:

I,'""-"(E, ) = —' r, (f,g/r, r/—~„)

I E[fEA/r„—(1 fE)R/i ]—, (4.18)

where we have used (2.6). To give a physical interpreta-
tion to the two terms within the brackets of (4.18), we use
the expression for the occupation of the well at the in-
cident energy. From Eq. (4.3), we obtain

I EfE+I cfc+A'/r
fw= I (4.19)

where all of the terms in (4.17)—(4.19) are evaluated at
the incident energy, E;. The electron density per unit en-
ergy in the well is, therefore,

1nw(E;)= fw= [I EfE+I cfc+A'/r ] .
2m 2m I

(4.20)

The first two terms in the brackets represent the contri-
bution to nw(E; ) due to injection from the emitter and
collector contacts, respectively, at energy E;. The last
term represents the contribution to n w(E;) due to
"backflow" to the incident energy from the resonant en-
ergy E„. Thus we can write nw(E;) as the sum of three
contributions:

The general expression for the emitter current per unit
energy [Eq. (4.2)], yields

eI (E)=—„ I I (f —f )
h I

e rE~C
ar+r '

E C
(4.15)

nw(E;)=nw E+nw c+nw(E) w(E )

where

(4.21a)

where the quantities are evaluated at the resonant energy.
If we were to use (4.14) to evaluate the off'-resonant
current, we would obtain an expression identical to that
found by Biittiker. From (4.5), the occupation of the
resonance becomes

1
W E(C) 2 r rE(C)fE(C)

1
W(E. ) 8'(E ) 2 I ~/ P2m I

(4.21b)

(4.21c)
I f +I ffw«. )=

E C
(4.16)

B. Phonon peak

First we consider the general expression for the current
and analyze the role of "backAow. " Next we write the
high bias, low-temperature limits of the equation for the

The interpretation of the first two terms is verified by in-
jecting a plane wave from the emitter and calculating the
resulting electron density per unit energy in the well (de-
tails of the calculation are shown at the ends of Appen-
dixes A and B). The result is precisely Eq. (4.21b).

This interpretation is now applied to the inelastic
current equation (4.18). We rewrite (4.18) in the trans-
parent form
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Iinelastic(E
l

nW E r,
+w(E, ) W(E„) ( fE )

ets is the current in the inelastic channel. Since E, is Amo

above the resonant energy,

(4.22)
A (E, )/I =[4(i)iv) sin 9/2] (4.27)

The first term is the rate at which electrons injected from
the emitter are scattered down to the resonance. This is
the term calculated in the approach of Chevoir and
Vinter. ' The second term is the rate at which electrons
are scattered up to the incident energy from the resonant
energy and back out to the emitter. This is the correction
term due to "backflow. "

Field theories of many-particle systems treat electrons
and holes in the conduction band on an equal footing.
This suggests an interesting interpretation for the
"backflow" term. The hole density per unit energy in
the well due to injection of holes from the emitter is [cf.
Eq. (4.21b)]

1p, = „r,(1—f, ) . (4.23)

Therefore, the "backflow" term is p~ E/~~ and the
equation for the inelastic current takes the symmetric
form

Iinelastic(E )E
W E PW E

(4.24)

In this view, the "backflow" term is the outscattering
rate in the well of holes injected from the emitter.

There are three cases in which "backflow" is negligible.
"Backflow" is proportional to the hole outscattering rate
at the incident energy which, using (2.4b),. is

Iinelastic ~ En=e
+n

(4.25)

2. Low-temperature limit

In the low-temperature, high-bias limit, at the bias cor-
responding to the phonon peak, Eq. (4.6) yields

e
IE(E, ) =— [I EI c+ I Efi/r~]

h I

P w~E 2'
U I)IE(~oio)Xo(E„)f(E„)Pw E .

r~ E;

If ficoo))k&T, then XE(Sicko)=0. Thus, "backflow" is

negligible at low temperatures. Second, if the occupation
of the resonance is very small, f (E„)=0, then
I/rz(E;)=0 and there is no backflow. " Finally, since

pw E cc 1 fE(E; ), "back—flow" is suppressed if the injec-
tion energy lies 3k& T or more below the Fermi energy of
the emitter. For all three cases, the equation for the in-
elastic current reduces to the form used by Chevoir and
Vinter

A'/r„(E; ) = U A (E; —fico())[1 fw(E—; —fico())] . (4.29)

A (E) is given by (4.12) and U =U /V~, where V~ is
the volume of the quantum box between the barriers. V~
accounts for the magnitude of the wave function, i.e.,
2ir&o(z;E) = A (E)/V~, where z lies in the well. Since
A (E) is strongly peaked at the resonant energy E„, the
major contribution to the integral in (4.28) will come
from values of E; =E„+Sicko If we as. sume that fw(E„)
is slowly varying compared to A (E„) [this assumption is
confirmed by Eq. (4.35)], we can move all of the quanti-
ties outside of the integral except A (E, Sicko), w—hose in-

tegral gives a factor of 2~. Thus the emitter current in
the inelastic channel is

A (E„+fiasco)
rE(E„+Sicko)U [1 fw(E„)] .—

ir r E„+))'~,

(4.30)

We define an effective phonon coupling constant g' as

8(E; )
4())iv) sin2

2

(iriroo)

0(E; )
4(i)iv) sin

2

(4.31)

with the usual dimensionless phonon coupling constant
g = U /(fio)o) from Eq. (C9). Then, using (4.27), the to-
tal emitter current in the inelastic channel becomes

IE = g'I E (E, )[1 f—w(E„)], — (4.32)

where E; =E„+ i)io)oEquation (4.32) shows clearly that
the inelastic current due to optical-phonon emission de-
pends on the collector barrier only through the occupa-
tion of the resonance fw(E„).

The occupation factor fw(E„) is obtained from (4.7):

rc
fw(E„)= +1W r

and the current in the inelastic channel has no explicit
dependence on I &. The inelastic current depends only
on the collector barrier through the effect of the factor of
[1 f (E—„)] on the value of 1/r„(E, ) [see Eq. (2.5a)].

The total inelastic current is

A(E;)
dE; — I E, UAE; —A'

))i I E;

X [1 fw(E—, —))io)o) ], (4.28)

where we have used (2.5a), we write A'/r„(E; ) in (4.28) as

e A [r,r, +r,x/r„] .
h I

(4.26)
r,' +1

A/~
(4.33)

All of the quantities in (4.26) are evaluated at the energy
E; of the incident carriers. The second term in the brack-

All of the quantities in (4.33) are evaluated at the energy
E„ofthe resonant level. Although Eq. (4.33) does not ex-
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fi/rp (E„)=
U'r, (E, )

,
=g r, (E, ) .

4(fiv) sin
2

(4.34)

Using (4.34), (4.33) becomes

plicitly contain a factor of I E, the resonance cannot be
filled if the emitter barrier transmissivity becomes very
small. The effect of the emitter barrier transmissivity on
the occupation of the resonance is contained in the
scattering rate I /r (E„)through the occupation factor at
the incident energy, f (E, ). From (2.Sb), fi/r„(E„)
= U 2 (E, )f~(E;), where 3 (E; ) is given by (4.12). Us-
ing (4.19) and (4.27) and remembering that A/r (E, ) =0,
we see that

shows A/r&(E„) and filr&(E, )c.alculated numerically
from Eqs. (2.4) at a temperature of 4.2 K. Note that, at
the phonon-peak bias, the occupation factor f~(E„) in
the well becomes significant when I, becomes smaller
than filr&(E„), as predicted by Eq. (4.33). At this point,
A/r&(E;) decreases and the phonon peak is suppressed.
However, due to the low density of states at E, , r&(E„) is
very long [see Eq. (2.5b)] and I c has to be quite small be-
fore filling of the well affects the phonon-peak current.

It is interesting to note [Fig. 2(b)] that, while the filling
of the resonant level at the main peak is close to unity for
I z/I c) 10, it takes greater asymmetry, by a factor of
1/g', at the phonon peak for significant filling to occur.
In highly asymmetric structures, charging could affect
the shape of the phonon peak just as it affects the main
peak.

I c(E„)
fw«, )=,~ (E )

+1 (4.35)

610

g'r, r,I
m g'I, +r (4.36)

Thus, filling of the resonance at the phonon-peak bias
occurs for I c ~g'I E.

Substituting the expression for the occupation of the
resonance (4.35) into the expression for the current (4.32),
we obtain our final expression for the inelastic component
of the phonon-peak current:

105

~ 10
ICOSI

~ 10
numer.
Eq. (4.26),

102 J J~ ~ I ~ III ~ ~ I ~ I~I ~ ~ I ll EJ

10 10 10 10
rEirc

100

(a):

103 1O4

~ ~ ~ IIII

The form of Eq. (4.36) for the phonon-peak current is
identical to the expression for the low-temperature main-
peak current [see Eq. (4.1S)], with the tunneling rate
through the emitter barrier I z scaled by the coupling
constant g'. Our final low-temperature results show that
for weakly transmitting barriers at the phonon-peak bias,
the coupling of the emitter at the incident energy to the
well at the resonant energy is the usual coupling through
the emitter barrier I E scaled by the phonon coupling
constant g '.

V. COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL
AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

~%

Cl

0 10-1
.O Mai~ P

nU
Q. ~ Eq

10
10

10

10

eak:
er.
4.33)

~ I I illJ

10 10 10 10 10
rE /rc

0 ~ Illsl ~ f ~ ~ IH] ~ ~ I HM1 ~ I ~ ling I ~ I Hlg

(c).:

For the analytical calculations in this paper, we have
used the values of the scattering rates obtained from the
numerical simulations. However, we have checked that a
self-consistent solution of (4.2) and (4.3) with (2.5a) and
(2.5b) yields results in agreement with the full numerical
solution. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the current I and the
occupation factor of the resonance f~(E„)for a series of
devices at a temperature of 4.2 K with different collector
barrier heights [Fig. 1(a)], both at the phonon peak and at
the main peak. It is apparent that there is good agree-
ment between the numerical results computed from Eq.
(3.1) and the results obtained from the analytical expres-
sions in Eqs. (4.15), (4.16), (4.26), and (4.33). Figure 2(c)

o 104
CO

~ 10'
LLI

10'

E;)
E„) .:'

rc 1

10
10 1O' 1O' 1O' 10'

rE /rc

I ~ H IE

10

FICi. 2. Numerical results and analytical predictions are
compared for (a) the magnitude of the current and (b) the occu-
pation of the well, at the bias corresponding to the main current
peak and at the bias corresponding to the phonon peak; (c)
1"~(E;), fi/~~(E; ), and A/w~(E„) calculated numerically at the
phonon-peak bias.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE TRANSMISSION
COEFFICIENTS IN THE CONTINUOUS COORDINATE

REPRESENTATION

The Green functions are calculated for the structure in
Fig. 3. First we calculate Tzc as defined in Eq. (4.1). As
described in Appendix C of Ref. 25, the integrations over
the contacts result in factors of velocity,

Tz, c=& IG (zE zc&E)l uEuc ~ (Al)

In summary, starting from the Keldysh formalism, we
obtain Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) for the terminal current I and
the occupation factor f~ in the well. The transmission
coefficients appearing in Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) are evaluated
using the continuous (coordinate) representation [see Eqs.
(4.8)—(4.11)]. Equations (4.2) and (4.3) are then used to
calculate I and f~ at the main peak [Eqs. (4.15) and
(4.16)] and at the phonon peak [Eqs. (4.26) and (4.33)].
The results agree well with detailed numerical calcula-
tions. The expression for the low-temperature total in-
elastic current at the phonon-peak bias Eq. (4.32) shows
clearly that the inelastic current through a weakly cou-
pled well only depends on the collector barrier through
the occupation of the resonant level in the well. Substi-
tuting in the expression for the occupation of the reso-
nant level [Eq. (4.35)] gives the final expression for the
low-temperature inelastic current [Eq. (4.36)]. Equation
(4.36) shows that the effective coupling between the in-
cident energy in the emitter and the resonant energy in
the well is g'I E. Since g' & 1, the effective emitter-well
coupling is reduced. Until I c is reduced to -g'I E, the
current is determined by g'I E alone. When I, ~g'I E,
charging of the well becomes significant at the phonon-
peak bias. The high-temperature backflow" term can be
interpreted as the outscattering rate in the well of holes
injected from the emitter. This term is suppressed if the
injection energies lie several k~ T below the Fermi level of
the emitter, if the resonant level is empty or the tempera-
ture low.

where uz(c) is the velocity in the emitter (collector) con-
tact. The quantity G (zz, zc, E) can be calculated by
matching wave functions and derivatives at the various
interfaces. It can also be calculated more easily by sum-
ming multiple refiection paths (see Fig. 1.9 in Ref. 39).
The result is

tEtce ikd
RG (zzr'c )E')=

UE 1 —rErce
(A2)

= —~2m*(E —V)+ l

2U w'Ty

where v~=~2(E —V)/m* and r& is the scattering ™
in the well. Substituting (A2) into (Al) gives

vE 1+RzRce —2+RERce cosg

TE Tce

(1—QRERce ) +4+RERce sin—
2

(A3)

where Tz=(u~/vz)lrzl', Tc=(u, /v~)lr, I,
Rz(c)=I'VE(c)l', and X=d/vgrry=l/2vr&. Assuming
that

TE, TC, X«1, (A4)

which is always the case for the structures we consider,

TE, C = I EI C
'2

4(Av) sin —+— I" +1 +2. 20 1

4 E C
7p

(A5!

Using the form of the spectral function, Eq. (4.12), (A5)
becomes (4.8).

To calculate the spectral function, we need G (z, z;E),
where z lies in the well. Again, the simplest approach is
to sum multiply reflected paths. The result is

G"(z,z;E)=
AUw

(1+ (2kz)(1+ i2k(d —z))E C

1+r r eE C

(A6)

where tE~c~ and rE~c~ are, respectively, the transmission
and refiection amplitudes through the emitter (collector)
barriers. The complex wave vector in the well is

1/2i'
k =—2m* E —V+

2TQ

g ~c

0 d

FIG. 3. The potential pro61e used for the analytical calcula-
tions of Appendix A.

Now we integrate over the well region and take twice the
imaginary part to find

1 1 —RERce
A = ++w

&v 1+RzRce 2+RERce cos8—
(A7)

where F~ is a correction term Using (A.4), the first term
of (A7) reduces to (4.12). The correction term is
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1 ("E+rC )e sill(kd)
(Ag)

1
nw E= fEkuE J dz G (z,zE,'E)l

2~ w

This term is small and can be shown to be identically
equal to zero for N =0 and RE(c)=1.

Finally, we calculate TE w, where

T1
fE 2~g/ E W

In the limit of (A4), Eq. (A17) reduces to (4.21b).

(A17)

UE
TE w= f dzlG (zzE;E)l

w
(A9)

APPENDIX 8: TIGHT-BINDING CALCULATION
OF TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS

The Green function is

I
G (z, zE', E)= tE

RUE

ikz+ ik (2d —z)I"ce

p p e I 2kd
E C

(A10)

where z lies in the well. Substituting (A10) into (A9) gives

1 TEA /w~
TE W p

&& 1+RERC —2+R R e cosH

(A 1 1)

We consider a one-dimensional tight-binding model
with the electron-phonon interaction at the n =0 site
(Fig. 4). The central site is weakly coupled to the emitter
(collector) lead via the hopping matrix element WE~el.
The hopping matrix elements in the leads are identical
and equal to 8'. The site energies in the leads differ by
the applied voltage el Vl.

The Hamiltonian in tight-binding form is

H=ay IW, , +ljI)(j+ll+ elj)(jlj,

In the limit (A4), (Al 1) reduces to (4.9). The correction
factor is

(1—e )(1+Rce )

E, 8'
2N

i2kd
+Re .QRce i2kd

(A12)

Again, using (A4),

FE w-—1+cos(Pd +Pc) =1,
Pd

(A13)

where p=Rek. The expression for Tc w is obtained from
the expression for TE w by replacing the subscript E with
the subscript C.

In all of our analytical calculations, we have ignored
the factors Fw and I'E(c) w. The good agreement be-
tween the analytical results and the numerical results (see
Fig. 2) indicates that this approximation is justified.

The calculation of the electron density in the well due
to the injection of a plane wave from the emitter begins
with the calculation of the resulting wave function in the
well:

where
lj ) is a state localized around site j, the symmetric

nearest-neighbor coupling 8'k is as shown in Fig. 4, and
the site energy is c . Since the electron-phonon interac-
tion is local, we include the self-energy X in the site en-
ergy so that c. contains an imaginary part —iA/2~&. We
have chosen the normalization such that (jlj ) = 1/a.

To calculate the transmission coeKcients TE c, TE w,
and Tw w, we need the Green functions 6"(—1, 1;E),
6 ( —1,0;E), and 6 (0,0;E). First we calculate
G (0,0;E) since it will give us the spectral function A.
The three coupled equations centered at the sites —1, 0,
and 1 are, respectively,

WG 2 + (E EL, )6 I + WE Go:0
WEG, +(E —eo)60+ F61=1/a,
WCGO+(E —E„)6,+ W62=0,

where G;=G (i, 0;E). Since the contacts are uniform,
the Green function simply propagates as a plane wave so

Ik+1 a
that G+2 =e — 6+&. This relation is used to close the
system of equations (Bl). The Green function G (i,j;E)
for i,j H I

—1,0, 1I is thus

ikz+ ik (2d —z)

P(z) =tE
1 P E1Ce

(A14) OE

where z lies in the well. Comparing with Eq. (A10), we
obtain

g(z)=ikuEG (z, zE,E), (A15) 0 0 0

n (z;E)= „ lq(z;E) l',1

2~fiuE E (A16)

where 1/2IrituE(E) is the density of states in the emitter.
Integrating n (z;E) over the well gives the final result:

where zE is the point at the emitter-device interface. The
corresponding electron density per unit energy in the well
1s

w w w wE wc w w w

0 1 2 3 4

FIG. 4. The tight-binding chain. The coupling between the
central site and the emitter (collector) lead is W~(&). The cou-
pling between all other sites is 8'. The lattice spacing is a.
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[G II ]— WE E —cp

0

0

—ikc—We

(B2)

r, r,
T~ c = )Ii u~ uc ~

G ( 1, —1;E)
~

rEx(~~
TF I), =au~ ~G ( —1,0;E)

Tp

(B1 1)

(B12)

where we have used the dispersion relations

E =Ez(c)—2Wcos(kz(c)a) .

Inverting the matrix in (B2), we find

G (0,0;E)=
E e,+—i ,'(r, +-r, +a/r, )

'

(B3)

(B4)

Similarly,

reer~,
Tc, w=

Finally,

[fi/~~]
T~ ~=a [Iri/r~] ~G (0,0;E)~

(B13)

(B14)

and

G ( —1,0;E)= e G (0,0;E), (B5)

G~(1, —1;E)= e e ' G (0,0;E), (B6)
n (0

Note that the sum TF w+ Tc w+ Tw w does indeed satis-
fy the sum rule (4.11).

We now calculate the electron density in the well due
to injection of a plane wave from the emitter. For sites
n %0, the wave function is written as

ikg(n + I )a —ikg(n + 1)aE +re
where 0n ikc(n —()ate, n )0. (B15)

iA
E,p= Ep+

27 p

(note that Eo is real),

WE Wc
cos(kza) — cos(kca )

W

The equations for g, are identical to the equations for G, ,

Eq. (Bl), with 1/a replaced by 0 on the right-hand side.
Substituting in the expressions for It), o from (B15) into
the three equations for g, , i P I

—1,0, 1], using the
dispersion relation (B3) results in

rE(c)
WE(C)

2
~UE( C)

(B8) go=ifiv~G (
—1,0;E), (B16)

2aW .
u~(c) = slil(k~(c)a) (B9)

with vz given by (B9) and G (
—1,0;E) given by (B5).

The rest follows as in (A15)—(A17), with TF II, now
defined by (B12).

The spectral function 3 used in definitions (4.8)—(4.11)
is A (0,0;E) multiplied by the lattice spacing a (the
tight-binding equivalent of integrating over the central
site):

APPENDIX C: CALCULATION
OF SCATTERING STRENGTH U

AND THE COUPLING CONSTANT g

In the self-consistent first Born approximation
(SCFBA), the self-energy X is defined as

r
(E—

E()) + —,'I
(B10) X (r, r';E) = D (r, r', E')G (r, r', E E'), —dE'

where r =r, +r, +mt~, .
Using the definition of the transmission coefficients

(4.1), and remembering that integration over a contact re-
sults in a factor of velocity and integration over the well
results in a factor of a, relations (4.8)—(4.11) are obtained.

I

where

D (r, r', E)= Jd(t —t')e' " ')~"(H'(r, t)H'(r', t')) .

The self-energy X, resulting from our interaction
Hamiltonian (2.3), is

X (r), rz', E)= U 5 (r) —r2) {6 (ri, rz,'E —I)itvo)[Xs(III'cvo)+ I]+G [r„r2;E+fitvo]iii&(htvo)] (Cl)

To obtain an order-of-magnitude estimate for the cou-
pling strength U, we consider the interaction Hamiltoni-
an for bulk polar optical phonons:

where

2~e Scop
M =

4m. zp

1 1

Kp
(C3)

q In (C3), Iricv0=36 meV, ED= 8. 854 X 10 ' F/m,
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=10.92, and Kp=12. 90. The self-energy X resulting
from (C2) in the SCFBA is

ACOp
X (r„rz,'E) =

2 4~op
1 1

ico Iri rzl

X [G (r„r~;E —A'coo)[Ns(A'coo)+1]

+ G (r„ri,'E +iiicoo)Ns(iiicoo) I . (C4)

We are concerned with the electron-phonon scattering
within the quantum well. Within the well, the electrons
are strongly confined. G (r„rz,E) provides a spatial
cutoF within the confines of the quantum well to the non-
local potential I/~r, —rz~. We are also considering a
one-dimensional problem in which the quantum well is a
three-dimensionally confined region, a quantum box.

To choose the strength of U in (Cl), we replace the
nonlocal potential 1/~r, —ri~ by a 5 function with a
strength given by the integral of I/~r, —ri~ over the
quantum box, i.e.,

~p5 (r, —r~),1 3

r&
—r2

where p is defined by the relation

(C&)

1 d r, f d r2 =pf d r, f d A&5 (r, —rz) .

(C6)

Substituting (C5) into (C4) and comparing (C4) to (Cl),
we find the value of U:

2 ~~p e 1 1U2—
2 47Tcp K~ Kp

If one assumes that the spatial distribution of the elec-
tron density in the box is constant with a magnitude of
I/V~, where V~ is the volume of the box, then the stan-
dard dimensionless coupling constant g defined by

2

(C7)

Mp(q)
q

1 1 (C8)
(ficoo) V

q

where p(q) is the Fourier transform of the electron densi-

ty in the we11, is simply

1 U
(C9)

(ficoo)

This result is obtained by interchanging the order of the
integration, performing first the integrals over r, and r2
in (C6) and then the sum over q leading to (C4).

The cross-sectional dimensions used in the numerical

program were 2 X2 nm with hard-wall boundaries.
Since our numerical simulator always solves a three-
dimensional problem, the narrow dimensions were used
to ensure that there was no contribution to the spectral
function from the tail of the second transverse subband.
The length of the well in the longitudinal z direction was
7 nm. In the calculation of the strength (C6), the integral
was performed over a sphere with a volume equal to the
volume of the box (2 X 2 X 7 nm ).

Using the physical constants listed after (C3), the cou-
pling constant g calculated from (C9) is 0.18. Numerical-
ly, we found that this value for g resulted in unrealistical-
ly short scattering times r„(E; ) of —1 fs. For this
reason, the value actually used in the numerical simula-
tions was considerably less, g =1.84X10, which was
chosen to give more realistic scattering times r„(E;) on
the order of 0.1 ps.

APPENDIX D: NUMERICAL CALCULATION
OF SCATTERING RATES

The devices we considered, with collector barriers
ranging from 220 to 1000 meV, had resonances at the
phonon-peak bias with intrinsic widths in energy,
1,=I &, ranging from 0.5 meV to 0.1 peV, respectively.
For all of the devices except the most asymmetric struc-
ture, fili.&(E„)8 I c(E„), so that I (E„)=I,(E„). Since
the magnitude of the spectral function at resonance is
4/I (E„), the scattering rate at the incident energy,
fi/r„(E; ) ~ 3 (E„),would vary over three orders of mag-
nitude between the symmetric structure and the most
asymmetric structure. If the strength were chosen such
that the scattering rate at the incident energy for the
symmetric structure were 10' (I/s), then the scattering
rate at the incident energy for the most asymmetric struc-
ture would be —5 X 10' ( I/s), corresponding to an ener-

gy broadening A/~ of 3.3 eV. Such a rate is unrealistic.
To remove the dependence of the scattering rate at the
incident energy on the intrinsic resonant width, we re-
placed the Einstein phonon spectrum with a normalized
rectangular window function of finite but narrow width.
The scattering rates were calculated by convolving the
window function with the expressions in Eq. (2.4). The
scattering rates become independent of the resonant
widths if the width of the window function is chosen
slightly larger than the width of the widest resonance.
Unless such a procedure is used, a plot of fi/~&(E; ) as
shown in Fig. 2(c) would not be meaningful. Since the
current is obtained by integrating over the range of in-
cident energies [see Eq. (4.28)], the current is independent
of the window width 6, provided 6 &&Scop, EF, where E+
is the Fermi level in the emitter.
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